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New Due Process Requirements for Private Colleges? Court Grants 
Temporary Restraining Order to Prevent Expulsion at Rhodes College, 
Doe v. Rhodes College, No. 2:19-cv-02336-JTF-tmp (W.D. Tenn. June 14, 2019) 
(granting temporary restraining order). 

Introduction: 

Campuses in the Courts wouldn’t typically cover a Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) in Title IX 
litigation; however, this decision, even at this early stage of the litigation, is rather unique because of 
the analysis the court used in deciding to grant a TRO against Rhodes College.  

A federal district court judge in Tennessee explicitly extended the right to due process in a Title IX case 
as discussed in Doe v. Baum to Rhodes College, a private institution.1 Typically, due process protections 
as described in the Baum case flow from constitutional law and only apply to public institutions. This 
decision could ultimately have unprecedented significance for other private colleges.  

Facts and Background: 

In February 2019, John Doe, a senior at Rhodes College, and a friend, Z.W., attended their fraternity 
formal together. C.S. also attended as Doe’s date. After consuming substantial amounts of alcohol and 
drugs, C.S. became quite ill and was in and out of consciousness; Doe called a friend of C.S. to come and 
pick her up from the party.   

When her friends arrived, C.S. said, “They raped me,” and she indicated that she wanted to go to the 
hospital. Her friends questioned her to understand what happened. Although she was largely 
nonresponsive, she was able to move one arm instead of speaking. Her friends decided to ask her 
questions that she could respond to by giving a thumbs up or thumbs down. She answered with a 
thumbs up that she was raped by Doe and Z.W., but answered with a thumbs down that they had sex 
with her. She also wrote down the first four letters of another student’s name, known as E.M. in the 
lawsuit, who was also present at the party. She further stated that E.M. was not a good person and 
caused what had happened to her. The friends took C.S. to the hospital where she had a forensic exam; 
they also gave statements to local law enforcement. 

Rhodes published a notice that a sexual assault had been reported, which was followed by several 
rounds of campus protests aimed at fraternal organizations, the Rhodes administration, the student 
body at large, and football players.   

1 Doe v. Baum, a Sixth Circuit Court of Appeal case involved the University of Michigan, a public university. Baum is 
significant because it holds that constitutional due process protections at public institutions must include a 
responding party’s right to in-person cross-examination of the reporting party and any witnesses. Baum is now the 
governing law for the Sixth Circuit (Ohio, Tennessee, Michigan, and Kentucky), and is persuasive authority for 
OCR’s proposed regulations mandating in-person cross-examination for higher education. 
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Rhodes’ investigator interviewed 14 witnesses and the named parties. No witness with personal 
knowledge corroborated that C.S. was raped; the only evidence that supported C.S.’s allegations were 
the statements she made to her friends when she was incapacitated and intoxicated. In fact, one 
witness indicated that he was there, would have seen if anything had happened, and that no assault or 
inappropriate contact took place. When the investigator interviewed E.M., she did not ask about C.S.’s 
allegations about E.M. 

Rhodes held a hearing to determine if Doe and Z.W. violated the sexual misconduct policy. Both 
responding parties appeared at the hearing and denied any policy violation. C.S.’s attorney attended the 
hearing, but C.S. did not. Therefore C.S. was neither subject to questioning by the hearing panel nor any 
cross-examination by either responding party. No testimony or other direct evidence supported C.S.’s 
allegations. Without advanced warning or notice, the Title IX coordinator introduced a page of C.S.’s 
medical examination report into evidence that indicated superficial injuries to her rectum.  

Ultimately, Rhodes found Doe and Z.W. responsible for sexual misconduct, and both were expelled. Doe 
sued under Title IX under an erroneous outcome and selective enforcement theory.2 His motion for a 
TRO requested that the court prevent Rhodes from enforcing his expulsion. 

The Court’s Analysis: 

Temporary restraining orders from a court direct a party to do something specific temporarily while the 
litigation gets underway, akin to interim measures in our Title IX processes.3 Courts typically weigh four 
factors: 1) whether the plaintiff is likely to succeed on the merits of the underlying claim, 2) whether the 
plaintiff will suffer irreparable harm in the absence of the TRO, 3) whether the TRO will cause substantial 
harm to others, and 4) whether the TRO is in the public’s interest. 

On the first factor, the court preliminarily reviewed Doe’s underlying Title IX claim. The court 
determined that even at this early point in the lawsuit, Doe had plausibly argued an “erroneous 
outcome” claim, because he cast sufficient doubt on the accuracy of Rhodes’ disciplinary proceeding 
and successfully suggested that the outcome was motivated by gender bias.4 The court stated that, 
“[w]hen a disciplinary decision relies on any testimonial evidence in a case where credibility is in dispute 
and material to the outcome, due process requires an assessment of credibility through cross-
examination.”5 Because the disciplinary decision relied on C.S.’s statements made prior to the hearing, 
the decision inherently required a credibility determination, and C.S.’s failure to appear at the hearing 
“appears to be a significant denial of due process.”6 

“Cross-examination” might seem like a common refrain right now in the Sixth Circuit, but remember 
that Rhodes College is a private college, where typical constitutional due process protections do not 

2 Doe also sued under a breach of contract theory.   
3 TROs are truly temporary, meant to last for a period of weeks. Longer-term orders can take the form of 
preliminary injunctions or permanent injunctions. 
4 The court highlighted several facts that could suggest a causal connection between the flawed outcome and 
gender bias: the hearing panel credited exclusively female testimony from C.S.’s witnesses and rejected all male 
testimony from Doe, Z.W., and their witnesses; E.M. was not charged nor investigated; and the influence that the 
protests may have had on the process and hearing. 
5 Doe v. Rhodes College, at 8. 
6 Id. at 9. 
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apply as they do to public institutions. The court distinguished this case from other Sixth Circuit cases 
against private universities, which are typically based on contract law theory, by noting that although 
“Rhodes is a private university, [Doe’s] claim here, regarding cross-examination, invokes due process 
concerns under Title IX, not a breach of contract theory.”7 In other words, if the due process rights 
emanate from Title IX, rather than traditional principles of constitutional law that apply to public 
universities as state actors, then they apply equally to all institutions, regardless of private or public 
status. This analysis is exceptional and a bit astounding in Title IX and due process jurisprudence. There 
is no precedent that Title IX regulations themselves provide a due process standard. The only reference 
to “Title IX due process” in the canon is in one section of the 2001 Revised OCR Sexual Harassment 
Guidance, which has persuasive authority but is not binding on courts.8  

In analyzing the second factor, the court readily found irreparable harm. Doe had already suffered 
damage to his reputation possibly affecting his ability to transfer to other colleges and pursue a career. 
On the third factor, balancing the harms, the court also found for Doe. The court was not convinced that 
setting aside the expulsion would cause harm to Rhodes. Lastly, the court found that public interest 
weighs in favor of granting the TRO, by prioritizing compliance with procedural due process as a key 
interest of higher education.9  

Next Steps for the Court: 

TROs, because of their temporary nature, are not typically appealable.10 Instead, given the temporary 
nature of a TRO, the court usually moves swiftly to commence with the litigation. In early July, the court 
scheduled a preliminary hearing and deadlines for next steps in the litigation for later this summer. 

Takeaways and Lessons for Readers of Campuses and the Courts:  

• The court’s analysis that due process rights flow from Title IX itself could be a game-changer for 
private colleges. Private institutions are typically obliged to follow their policies and to adhere to 
precepts of “fundamental fairness,” a standard established by contractual or quasi-contractual 
terms found in the college policy rather than constitutionally based due process as applicable to 
public institutions. Because this analysis arises in the context of a TRO, it will take time to see 
whether other courts adopt this same analysis in Title IX cases against private colleges, either 
within or beyond the Sixth Circuit. If nothing else, this decision may provide fodder to support 
OCR’s contention in the draft 2019 Title IX regulations that due process rights are inherent 
within Title IX.  
 

• It is important to understand the role of court orders, such as a TRO, in campus disciplinary 
processes. Students could run to the courthouse to seek a court order to intervene in our 

                                                             
7 Id. at 9 at note 4. 
8 Revised Sexual Harassment Guidance: Harassment of Students by School Employees, Other Students, or Third 
Parties, Fed. Reg. 5512 (Jan. 19, 2001)(available at https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/shguide.pdf). 
9 Although the TRO required Rhodes to set aside the expulsion, it did not require Rhodes to confer his degree, 
because Doe had not otherwise satisfied his graduation requirements. 
10 See Ohio Republican Party v. Brunner, 543 F.3d 357, 361 (6th Cir. 2008)(“The district court's decision to grant a 
temporary restraining order, when appealable, is reviewed by this court for abuse of discretion.”) 
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campus processes. It’s rarely used, and even more rarely successful. However, Doe v. Rhodes 
College reminds us that it can happen, perhaps with increasing frequency. Typically, the 
standards used by a court to evaluate whether to grant preliminary injunctive relief, such as a 
TRO, are stringent.  

 
• Doe v. Baum’s cross-examination requirement is clearly persuasive reasoning for many federal 

judges. Think carefully and proactively within your own systems about how to allow decision-
makers to evaluate credibility of parties and witnesses, especially when credibility is central to 
the underlying investigation (and it usually is!).  
 

• The days of reporting parties not participating in hearings may be numbered. Courts find two 
concerns here. First, that the decision-maker is unable to make a credibility determination. 
Second, that the responding party is denied the opportunity to cross-examine. Certainly, in the 
Sixth Circuit, and others that have followed the Baum analysis, an opportunity for live cross-
examination in front of a neutral fact-finder is required due process, where credibility is a 
central issue. We will see if OCR ultimately stands firm on making this a requirement in 
forthcoming federal regulations, which would make it applicable to all private institutions 
receiving federal funding, as well as to all public institutions. 
 

• Courts may consider external pressures — such as student protests — as possible evidence of 
gender bias, and especially when compounded with other circumstantial evidence of bias. Here, 
the court recognized that student protests, and the fear of losing federal dollars, could lead an 
institution to respond inequitably in proceedings involving male responding parties. We are 
continuing to watch the evolution of these gender bias claims closely, but they may weigh in 
favor of using external decision-makers when campus politics may be seen to influence internal 
hearing officers. 
 

• Finally, and we’ve highlighted this before, provide all relevant evidence to parties before the 
hearing. Responding parties must be afforded the opportunity to properly prepare for the 
hearing. A medical examination report may have substantial persuasive effect with a decision-
maker; responding parties are entitled to see it before the hearing and to prepare their 
response to it. Surprise evidence is a sure way to make a court doubt the fairness of your 
resolution proceedings.  
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